Field Force Optimisation
Making it count

Whether you are using the latest Workforce Management System, or
manually dispatching jobs to your mobile workforce, you will be looking
for ways to motivate your employees and optimise your cost base. As
economic pressure in Australia grows against the backdrop of China’s
slowdown, this pressure is mounting. Many of our clients face a 10%,
20% and even as high as 45% efficiency targets for their field workers.
However, the field has long been a complex area to drive savings, so
where do you start?
Running a mobile workforce, or field force is a tough job.
It can be very rewarding, but at the same time, complex
and challenging, with a maze of conflicts that need to
be balanced. It is an area of the business that is ripe for
change and optimisation, and we have worked with clients
to drive efficiencies of over 45–50%. Such change enables
the mobile workforce to support strategic imperatives of
the business, including cost reduction or expansion into
new markets.

It is also worth recognising the increasingly complex
nature of the product and services that the workforce is
selling and maintaining, which require a higher level of
technical competence and skills accreditation. Examples
of this include the differences between copper and fibre
telecommunications networks, progressive laser scanning
in construction, electronic health records, the demise of
2 way radios replaced by LTE enabled social communities,
just to name a few.

The challenges associated with motivating employees to
achieve ‘a fair day’s work for a fair days pay’ will always
exist, along with heavily unionised work forces, and in
many cases an aging demographic. Compounding these
challenges is an increasingly aware and demanding
customer base, and organisational cost pressures.

With all advances in technology comes a level of
investment, and coupled closely with this investment is a
desire for cost efficiency. Optimisation of mobile workforces
is no exception to this, with many of our
clients faced with 10%, 20% and even as high as 45%
efficiency targets.

The increasing use of technology brings with it an
additional layer of complexity in a number of ways.
The first is the connection of the workforce to the
enterprise through field force enablement, putting a device
with more processing power than that used in the Apollo
moon landings in the hands of mobile workers. There is
also the introduction of tools such as dynamic scheduling
and predictive analytics which optimise deployment of
the workforce.

So where do you start? Do you react to the noise about
data quality issues? Do you implement or upgrade a costly
workforce management system? Or launch performance
management measures to lift efficiency? With so many
choices it often seems easier to fight today’s fires, and
leave these problems for tomorrow.

On the other side of the equation is the technology now
available to the customer and the expectations that this
creates, such as online requests, job monitoring, selecting
preferred appointment times, and real time feedback
through social media and other channels. Customer access
to technology is allowing low cost entry to many markets
disrupting traditional supply chains (e.g. Uber).

This article aims to present a view on where to start, and
how to plan a mobile workforce transformation program
that will optimise your team and take advantage of
technology advancements in a sequence that makes sense
for your business.
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The Mobile Workforce Lifecycle

Many efficiency initiatives focus on the performance of
the mobile workforce, aiming to help them execute faster,
with higher quality, and to cross sell with the customer.
Whilst this is an important source of efficiencies and
improvements for customer interactions initiatives at the
front line come with a lot of resistance, and require a
higher level of change management skill to succeed

Looking beyond the front line, it is important to recognise
that a mobile worker is almost always operating at the
direction of someone upstream in the business who has
requested that they undertake a task or job. It is critical
to look at the entire value stream to capture most of the
efficiencies.

The diagram below shows the Deloitte Mobile Workforce Lifecycle, and the core stages of the lifecycle that influence the
efficiency of the mobile workforce.
The Mobile Workforce Lifecycle
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Each stage of the Mobile Workforce Lifecycle presents
opportunity to drive efficiency and competitiveness:
Demand and Supply Planning – Long term
forecasting of demand and skills requirements,
typically from about 18 months out through
to when the demand is actually captured by
the organisation. The goal at this stage is
to track and improve forecast accuracy over
time, working with customers and partners
collaboratively to understand resource
requirements to meet demand.
Deployment and Skilling – Skilling a mobile
worker can take months or years to complete.
Understanding the demand enables you to
make sourcing and training decisions for
resource acquisition and development, and
develop multiskilling and deployment strategies
to minimise truck rolls and escalations.
Standardising task types and materials required
enables streamlining of skills, fleet and parts
deployment, and enhances capability to
achieve right first time performance and
delivery in full on time (DIFOT) at optimal cost.
Demand and Order Capture – The point at
which actual demand is captured presents a
critical point for optimisation and efficiency.
Field workers often report issues with
incorrectly captured or missing data, jobs that
could have been solved without a site visit,
or incorrect prioritisation resulting in missed
commitments. Data validation at the point of
entry can play a key role in preventing issues,
resolving issues without the need for a truck
role, eliminates cost, and automatically routing
jobs to the right person are examples of
efficiencies to target..
Work Allocation – Traditional allocation
methods include batching jobs into groupings
and providing them to a crew chief or
individual workers, or allowing workers to
access a system or board of jobs and pull
down a suitable job. These systems have been
superseded by dynamic allocation systems
which push jobs to workers based on a set of
business rules.

Job Execution and Closure – This is the
actual work in the field, actioning of the work
request or sales call allocated to the mobile
field worker. With field force enablement
and dynamic scheduling, closure of the job
requires electronic notification of the work
completion before the next job is allocated to
the worker. Efficiency opportunities in the field
are focused on efficiency and quality. Incentives
can be used effectively to positively impact the
performance and engagement of workers in
the field.
Evaluating the mobile workforce lifecycle must be
undertaken in conjunction with the enablers and drivers
feeding the system:
Underpinning Enablers – These areas provide
critical enabling capabilities and technology
for the success of the mobile workforce, and
need to be considered in conjunction with
any efficiency initiatives to drive alignment
and collaboration in efforts to optimise the
business. Examples of opportunity include
the timely and complete delivery of materials,
fleet management, alignment of financial
forecasting, performance measurement and
cultural development programs.
Upstream drivers – The upstream drivers
also present opportunities to drive change,
however they are generally governed by other
areas of the business. Aligning sales forecasting
with operational and financial forecasting is
an important activity, and providing increased
flexibility and transparency with the customer is
a continuing trend.
Understanding and working across the Mobile Workforce
Lifecycle enables you to identify and capture upstream
activities that release a greater scale of downstream
benefits. An investment of one engineer into the call
centres of one of our clients enabled a tenfold reduction of
effort downstream by solving issues ahead of a truck roll
(i.e. dispatching an engineer out to the job).
However, before you launch into specific initiatives that can
be easily identified, there is a sequence we recommend
you follow in order to maximise success and the benefits
you deliver.
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Over the following pages a step by step approach is
articulated which we have used with our clients to
drive significant field transformation and modernisation
programs. Using this approach will help you to establish
a data based approach and build momentum and success
within your own team. There are five key steps we
recommend that you undertake as you establish
your program.

Step 1 –
Undertake a
diagnostic

Step 2 –
Get the ball
rolling

Step 3 –
Get the
fundamentals
right

Step 1 – Undertake a diagnostic
This may sound like common sense, and it is. However,
time and time again change initiatives run into trouble
because they do not have strong executive sponsorship,
grass roots buy in, may be solving the wrong problem,
or treating only the symptoms.
A diagnostic exercise can be done in a matter of weeks,
and enables you to make data based decisions on the right
place to start. It also provides you with the insight and
material to engage leadership and other stakeholders in the
need to change.

Step 4 –
Tackle the
important
stuff

Step 5 –
Playing the
long game

Another valuable activity when conducting a diagnostic
review is to measure the business against a mobile
workforce maturity model. This will help to identify areas
of strength and weakness, and provide insight on specific
actions that can be taken to drive maturity and improve
business performance. They may also enable you to
compare your performance more objectively with your
leading market trends.

When conducting a diagnostic, we recommend you use
an established value driver tree and metric framework to
collect the required data, trended over time, and where
possible, evaluate performance between divisions and
from year to year. External benchmarks can be informative,
but do not often represent a true ‘apples to apples’
comparison.
Additionally, interviews should be conducted with
operational leadership, and site visits with front line
managers and staff. Through these interviews you should
be looking to identify pain points and improvement ideas
that exist in the business that you can focus on when
compiling and preparing the diagnostic fact base.
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Step 2 – Get the ball rolling
When embarking on an efficiency programme, early
successes are critical. They provide you with ‘runs on
the board’ and stories to tell, enabling you to engage
leadership and the workforce as you move forward.
Using the diagnostic to eliminate ‘noise’, select key pain
points that can be addressed without an investment in
technology or people. Technology requires investment and
may require involved business case justification. However,
process changes and configuration updates can be made
with relatively modest investment, and can produce
significant savings that can be used to fund
further initiatives.

Examples include configuration changes to existing
systems, updating skills databases, matching available
skillsets to meet high demand activities, optimising
appointment book planning, patch swarming, standard
task time reviews, non-productive activity review, order
capture cleansing, upstream demand reduction.
By implementing a range of initiatives that incrementally
improve the execution of work, major efficiency
improvements can be made and subsequently drive
improvements in workforce engagement and
customer satisfaction.
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Step 3 – Get the fundamentals right
A key challenge that we have seen in many organisations is misalignment amongst leadership as to the best way to
achieve the organisation’s strategy. You may have seen scenarios where one leader believes in centralisation of schedulers,
whilst another prefers decentralisation. Legacy ‘pull’ or batch allocation of jobs occur rather than leveraging the
investment in the Mobile Workforce Management System (MWMS) to do dynamic scheduling.
Articulating the operating model for the field organisation is critical to coordination of activities across the organisation. An
operating model provides a visual guide to the way of working at various levels of the organisation, including customers,
products and services, processes, technology and organisation design. When designing the operating model, begin with
the design principles which articulate the desired way of working for the business. The design principles enable you to
make decisions regarding the nature of operations and the investments you are willing to make to optimise performance.
Design Questions
Demand and
supply planning

Where should we involve our partners and customers in the planning process?
How do we source the required skills?

Deployment and
skilling

What level of multi skilling is required?
Can we “uberise”?
SLA or availability based order creation?

Demand and
order capture

How do we only send a tech when we really need to?
How should “unclean” work orders be managed?
Push, pull or hybrid?

Work
allocation

Central or disaggregated allocation?
How do we measure allocators/schedulers?

Job execution and
closure

How do we manage our field force?
How do we incentivise and reward our field force?

At a minimum, we recommend that the following aspects of the operating model be clarified and agreed upon as a basis
for configuring the business:
Answering these design questions will provide you with the foundation from which to work from as you drive your
productivity efforts from the low hanging fruit to the core of your operations, where the value for improvement initiatives
can be multiplied through greater leverage.
You may find that this exercise clarifies what was already in practise in your operation, or then again, this may reveal
some immediate changes to your operations which need to be made in order to comply with the design principles
that you have defined. Either way, you now have a clearly articulated framework for your Operating Model and target
productivity initiatives.
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Step 4 – Tackle the important stuff
In all industries there is a place for technology. Now that you have your diagnostic, have launched a programme to address
the immediate opportunities, and have aligned your leadership on the principles by which you are going to operate, it is
time to think about the enabling tools that you want to invest in.
There is a myriad of technologies that offer solutions for the Mobile Workforce, and below are the core components we
see as critical to optimising the mobile workforce:
Mobile Workforce Management System (MWMS)
Gartner identifies Mobile Workforce Management
Systems as solutions able to handle industryspecific work requirements and the full life cycle of
scheduled, asset-intensive work processes. MWM
solutions can optimise work initiated either from
within the MWM system itself or, more typically,
from within core utility systems of record (typically
customer information systems [CISs], enterprise asset
management [EAM], outage management system
[OMS], or advanced distribution management
system [ADMS]).

Field Force Automation (FFA) or Enablement
FFA refers to the digital enablement of the
workforce through a device typically connected to
the organisation’s core network via the internet
or private connection. It typically enables users
to access data and systems, to provide updates
on work progress, and to lodge requests such as
reports or parts ordering. Many organisations are
exploring a BYOD strategy to enable workers to
choose their own device and install apps to access
the corporate network.

Skills Database
Tracking and managing skills is a critical capability
enabling dynamic scheduling. In many industries it is
required to ensure mobile workers meet compliance
requirements such as continuing education and
having appropriate insurance in place. These systems
can also enable optimal scheduling of the workforce
to maintain currency in completing job types.

GeoTracking
Most organisations now have some form of
geospatial tracking in their vehicles, and many are
now beginning to leverage the capabilities of the
smart devices such as Smart Phones and wearables
to provide geospatial information. Combining this
data with dynamic scheduling, weather forecasts,
live traffic feeds and other information sources
can provide a data rich environment for predictive
analytics, asset optimisation and workforce
deployment.

Field based performance management
Using Smartphone based apps to provide timely
performance reporting for front line leads to access
and use in their day to day management of teams
is a key strength enabled through WMS and FFA.
Putting real time data into the field enables team
leaders to make timely interventions and work
closely with their teams to optimise performance.
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Beyond these core systems, there are also a number
of technological advances that are being deployed by
organisations with mobile workforces that highlight the
potential that you could see in your organisation in the
near future:

Digital Processes:
The digitisation of maintenance routines and problem
solving tasks allow workers to follow step by step
instructions, and when needed access additional data
sources for support, without stepping away from the job.

Digital Customer Engagement:
If you have not already deployed your customer app, no
doubt you will be considering doing this or in the process
of development. Customers now expect to be able to
access you via an app, at their convenience, rather than
when the call centre is open. They expect to be able to selfdiagnose their issues, and identify when a visit is required.
Assuming a mobile worker is required to visit, the customer
will expect to see a selection of times they can choose, get
updates on the mobile workers estimated time of arrival,
and provide feedback on performance upon completion.

Gesture Based Control:
When integrated with digital glasses, gesture based control
enables mobile workers to interact with systems using
movements of the eye, enabling the worker to get support
without taking their hands off the job.

Low Bandwidth Video:
While initially it seems counter intuitive when at home we
are using apps such as FaceTime and Skype, low bandwidth
video a critical tool of the mobile worker. Work does not
always take place standing next to an LTE base station,
creating communication challenges as video content
becomes a requirement. New compression technologies
are enabling video communication over low bandwidth,
and back end logging systems enable content to be
recorded and stored for records and quality assurance.
Example deployments include Police and military use, and
now extend to providing support to workers across
international boundaries.
Use of Drones:
The introduction of intrinsically safe drones will make the
use drones in organisations both safe and simple, with
almost no training required to deploy the technology
into the field, providing a tool for use in improving safety,
optimising inspection access and minimising time to
complete activities. These devices are cheap, compact
simple to operate. Example deployments include pipeline
and electrical line inspections, and building inspections.
Wearables:
The need for hands free access to technology make the
mobile workforce a key contender for the deployment of
wearable technology, from diary management through a
smart watch for a mobile sales worker, to the heads up
display offered by smart glasses for oil refinery workers.

Cognitive Technology:
In 2016, Deloitte has predicted that more than 80 of the
world’s 100 largest enterprise software companies will
have integrated cognitive technology into their products.
This new advance in technology enables computers
to extend automation into areas beyond traditional
interfacing, and begin to process more ambiguous business
rule sets and additional data inputs such as speech and
advanced sensors. The technology will perform complex
planning and scheduling, optimisation, and drive a wider
array of robotics. All of these tasks feature in the Mobile
Workforce Lifecycle, and we expect cognitive technologies
to be heavily used in the future.
Autonomous Vehicles:
The deployment of Autonomous vehicles has already
begun in mining sites, and recently the first autonomous
truck was licenced for use on Nevada roads in the US.
Large scale farms have begun using autonomous vehicles,
and public acceptance of autonomous vehicles will pave
the way for autonomous public systems such as trains,
buses and planes. Over time the introduction of innovative
delivery systems may replace traditional delivery systems
such as couriers and the post.
Of course whilst in many cases the job of the mobile
worker may remain unchanged, in the future getting
them to and from the site may be a much more
productive period.
ePaper Integrated into Clothing:
Whilst initially explored for military uses, ePaper has been
picked up by the fashion industry and is now being tested
for unique and innovative clothing. In the future hi-vis vests
may evolve to become flashing beacons, and handheld
devices may become a thing of the past as the sleeve
becomes a screen.
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Step 5 – Playing the long game
With all of the initiatives that you have implemented,
from process and technology change, to full organisation
redesigns, there is always further tuning that can be done
to further optimise performance of the business.
Playing for the long game is about the identification of
these areas where you can make tuning adjustments,
understanding and responding to the leading indicators
that provide you with a view of how your team and the
business is performing.
Examples of tuning improvements include long
term demand smoothing, predictive analytics, WMS
configuration optimisation, employee contract

optimisation, flexible working hours, business rule
optimisation and job prioritisation management.
Maintaining focus on tuning for performance requires a
proactive approach to issue resolution as opposed to a
‘fire-fighting approach’. Organisations which operate in a
fire fighting mode will quickly find that they do not have
capacity or focus to undertake performance tuning, and
revert to inefficient operating practices over time.
Moving through steps 1–4 will help to resolve pain points
and issues at the source and align the organisation around
a common operating model. Only then can you take the
long view and enjoy the challenge of fine tuning your
performance workforce.

Playing for the long game is about the identification of
these areas where you can make tuning adjustments,
understanding and responding to the leading indicators
that provide you with a view of how your team and the
business is performing.
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